
Busy Bees    February 20 - 24th Music and This & That

Story Time
Books: Hand, Hand, Fingers,Thumb      The Orchestra       Song & Dance Man

The Jazz Man        Zin! zin! zin!: a violin   I Know a Shy Fellow Who Swallowed a Cello
Rock & Roll Mole     Ben's Trumpet      Cat Says: Fiddle, Fee      Oh, The Things You Can Think!

Songs and Finger Plays: Hush, Little Baby   Old McDonald Had a Band   Action ABCs
If You Are Happy and You Know It Old Lady Who Swallowed a One
            Games: Clapping Patterns - slow, slow, fast, fast, fast Tap Your Sticks - following 
directions with rhythm sticks       Dust Bunnies Rhyming - discriminating rhymes

Language
            The Instrument Petting Zoo     Tuesday morning a member of the Lexington 
Philharmonic will be bringing several musical instruments for the children to see, hear and play. 
There will be woodwinds, brass, strings and percussion.
           Pairing Emotions Cards with Photos of Faces   Practice in discriminating between 
emotions and using a symbol picture to represent each emotion
            Carnival of Animals      Jack Prelutsky's poem and Mary GrandePre's illustrations are 
paired with the classical music of composer Camille Saint-Saen in a picture book. This book, 
Carnival of Animals, should inspire us to tromp like an elephant, hop like a kangaroo, glide like a 
swan and ....

Math
           Bead Patterns        Children will be challenged to create color patterns by stringing beads 
onto pipe cleaners continuing the pattern they see on the pipe cleaner
           Unifix Cubes / Unifix Stair    First we will count out colors of Unifix cubes in sets 1 - 10. 
Then we will link each set and order the towers into stair steps

Art / Projects
           Kazoo Making         Popsicle sticks and rubber bands yield a fun instrument that makes 
sounds when you buzz your lips
           Bells on Brushes     Enjoying both color and sound

Fine Motor / Gross Motor
             Mail Time    By using stickers, coloring pictures and writing letters, we'll make and send 
mail to our friends in our classroom Post Office. 
             Clothespin Names      Clipping clothespins that have alphabet letters onto poster board 
strips, matching the letters of our names and our friends in order
              Aim and Scribble Skills    Working with correct crayon hold
             The Freeze Dance     Dance only when you hear the music

Science
             Water Glass Music Making      Listening to different pitches. We will tap glasses with 
various amounts of water and observe any differences in sound.
             Vibration Experiments     Observing rice placed on a drum as it is tapped, vibrating and 
stopping a triangle from vibrating`     
            



 


